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Matthew Kuscher: Restauranteur, Entrepreneur, Local Connoisseur

By: Maxx Pollack

MIAMI—LoKal, Kush, the Miami Brew Bus, and The Spilllover, all popular Miami 

restaurants, all contain a common theme. They are owned and were created by Matthew 

Kuscher, restaurant extraordinaire. From a young age Kuscher has been involved in the 

restaurant business. Both his father and his grandfather both successfully owned food and 

beverage businesses. 

Kuscher has been dreaming his restauranteur life since he was back in college studying 

hospitality. Opening his first restaurant, LoKal, back in December of 2011, 12 years after 

graduating from college, Kuscher knew he wouldn't stop there. His ideas stemmed from a 

creative background. “I have concepts in my head ready to go for restaurants I don’t even have 

open yet,” Kuscher said, “I have playlists, and designs, and food menus for three restaurants I 

don't even know if ill ever open.”

 Most people are completely satisfied with owning one original restaurant, but Kuscher 

continues to push the envelope. Four months ago he opened his fourth original restaurant. His 

latest creation, The Spillover. 

 Located in Coconut Grove, The Spillover specializes in sustainable seafood and its 

pairing of ciders, sours and meads. With a decor to match The Spillover screams seafood. 

Walking in the first thing people notice is a blue brick wall spanning an entire side of the 

restaurant. The wall acts as a map of Miami and has each town name painted on it and old 

ripped up newspapers from the respective towns plastered all over it. Old wooden barstools line 

the hightop tables and a neon sign with the logo sits over the back end of the restaurant. 

There is no pressure for Kuscher to keep creating. “I want to keep going. I get bored 

very easily,” Kuscher said, “This restaurant that we are sitting in now is four months old, but 
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because I’ve been planning it for three years it feels like it’s a teenager already, and I want 

another baby.” 

As far as making compromises go Kuscher is an extremely meticulous planner, and 

knew what had to be cut and what couldn't be cut for each new location. “One thing I don’t cut 

on is the quality of my food,” Kuscher said, “And the integrity of my service.” 

What’s next for Kuscher still remains a mystery, yet with many ideas swirling around I’m 

sure we won’t have to wait too long to find out. 
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latest restaurant spillover, at 4 months has been planned for years  
   

“Everyone can tell you how difficult it is to open in the city of Miami with permitting and how 
financially difficult it can be, but no one can really prepare you for that. After the first one was 
complete expectations became more realistic. When you don’t realize just how time consuming 
and frustrating it can be, thats when it turns into a nightmare”  

Where did the idea come from to make your first restaurant 

Studied Hospitality, dreaming it since college, Idea evolved in 12 years from graduation to 
opening first restaurant. 
Ideas stemmed from creative backgrounds, constantly has concepts flowing around, playlists, 
designs, menus for 3 different places that may never open. 

Whats some of your greatest struggles been 

As with any entrepreneur half the battle is finding the capital, the rest is dealing with the city and 
actually getting open with permitting and licensing, virtually impossible in coral gables. 

Every place is like a child, only as happy as his unhappiest child/resturant

Pressure to keep opening up new and exciting restaurants?

No pressure because he wants to keep going, gets bored easily, latest restaurant spillover, at 4 
months has been planned for years  

Making compromises
meticulous planner, knew what had to be cut and what couldn't be cut
Having a few restaurants actually made 
dont cut integrity, don't cut on quality of his food and integrity of his service. 

 Demographic planned for each resturant?

Spillover is 30 and above crowd, each tries to cater to different demographic 

Lokal is a combination of everything

 Kush is hipster due to the area more of a younger demographic 

Greatest takeaways
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Something off pass to the next person 
“Everyone can tell you how difficult it is to open in the city of Miami with permitting and how 
financially difficult it can be, but no one can really prepare you for that. After the first one was 
complete expectations became more realistic. When you don’t realize just how time consuming 
and frustrating it can be, thats when it turns into a nightmare”  


